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Maritime spatial planning in Estonia

- **Yellow**: Maritime spatial planning around Hiiu county
- **Blue**: Maritime spatial planning in Pärnu Bay area

2014
Additional activities …

- Preparation for Baltic Scope
- MSP directive …
- … leading to changes in national legislation
- Lead role of the central government – MSP as a national level plan.
Situation by mid 2015

Resources

Interest

Order to do
2016 … things are looking up!

• National topic papers on energy, transport, fisheries and environment
• GIS specialist and data gathering
• Baseline studies:
  - ice coverage
  - bats
  - birds
  - aquaculture
  - socio-cultural analyses
  - economic impact assessment model
The next 2 years ... and more

- January 2017
  - Initiation of MSP
  - Procurements for MSP

- February 2017
  - End of BScope - input to EE process

- November 2018
  - Draft plan

- December 2020 (latest)
  - Estonian MSP adopted
Mudasi
Black to invisibility
Kui oled mudas
kaelani ei tasu pead
longu lasta!
to be continued …
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